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TRADTNG TECHNIQUES

Predicting price tar$ets
with the Rule of Seven
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ear and greed are always poised to

derail an otherwise viable trading

olan. You are most vulnerable to

these dangerous emotions, however,

when you're akeady in a position and

it comes time to exit. To combat their

effect, technical traders employ ar'atray

of tools, most designed to determine

some form of trading stop.

It's usefui in these sicuations to have an

idea of how far a move will go. A price tar-

get helps abate fear and greed. Ifa trade is

entered and the trader determines there

is a 95% probabilicy price will achieve a

certain target) this will help the trader

hang on and get out when necessary.

A robust heuriscic tool for this process

is the Rule of Seven. Ic has been uncannily

accurate at predicring price rargets and is

extremely simple for any crader to calcu-

late. The strates/ gets its name from the

method of calculacion. It projects four

price targets based upon the first leg of

a price move. And, because it is robust,

it works on one-minute bars and one-

month bars equally well. The only deci-

sion a trader must make to apply the rule

is determining which move to designate

as the first leg. This decision will depend

upon the trader's time horrzon.

"Leg up in copper" (right) depicts oppor-
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tunities in copper following its late 2008

low. The low price was $1.2550 per lb. on

Dec. 8,2008. Copper completed a minor

first leg up to $1.6550 on Feb. 9,2009 (the

high of the sideways phase begun inearly

January). It completed a major first leg up

onApril L4,2009,at$2.2340. For the Rule

of Seven example, aposition trader could

have got long based on various trend indi-

cators once the move started.

Let's analyze both first legs, starting

with the minor one. Because it is only a

minor leg; we don'c expect much precision

from the resulc, but we do expect at least

rwo or three of the four possible targets

to be achieved with 95% probability. The

major leg will be more precise, but we will

expect to see only the first target with 95%

probabiliry and the second with 90%.

The probability of a price failure short

ofthe target increases with the third and

fourth targets. Price surpassing a target

by 3o/o acrivates the next target. Although

the Rule ofseven is solely about price and

not time, experience shows the first target

usually is achieved in roughly the same

rime frame as the initial leg - that is, cwo

time periods. The second targec will be

achieved within three cime periods from

the inirial low. The third, if at all, will be

achieved within five, and the final within

eight from the first bottom. As you may

have noticed, chis is a Fibonacci series.

To employ the Rule of Seven, we will

multiply the first leg by the following

fractions to estimate goals and produce

price targets: 7 I 4, 7 13, 7 12 and 7 I l. k is

the use of 7 in the numerator chat gives

this strateg;z its narrie.

Step 1: Measure the distance of the ini-

tial leg extremes.

D=High-Low

D=1.6550-L.2550

D=40C

Step 2: Determine the goals bymultiply-

ing the distance by the Rule fractions:

7 14 xD :  I .7 5 x O.40 :  O.7O

713 xD : 2.33 + 0.40 = 0.932

712 xD = 3.5 " 0.40 : 1.40

TlIxD:7 x 0.40=2.80

Step 3: Add the goals to the original low

price to determine price targets:

1.2550+0.70:1.9550

1.2550+0.932=2. '1870

1.2550+ I .40=2.6550

1.2550-2.80:4.0550

Because $1.6550 was the high of

the first leg, once copper completes its

retracement and chen surpasses $1.6550
by 3"/" ($I.6996.), (a more aggressive trad-

er could use an entry trigger of 1.5%), che

next target is activated. Because this is a

minor leg, we expect to see both of our

first two price targecs achieved, and ust

al ly within a period nor exceeding rhree -

times the initial leg. Price now has a 957o

probabiliry of achieving $1.9550, which

it does on Aprrl3,2009. The initial target



t^ y serve as a stopping point, or price

may continue toward the second target.

On.April 14, the second target was

exceeded with copper reaching $2.2340,
the high of the move. Price promptly

retreated to $1.9005 on Apri l  28. This

retreat set up our first major leg (see

"second leg," right). We can employ the

rule to find longer time frame targecs.

Step 1:

D:2.2340 r .2550

D:97.90(

Step 2:

7l4D = r.7r33
713D = 2.2843
712D = 3.4265
TlrD=6.8s30

Using the Rule of Seven, we can predict price targets using the distance of the price
leg that got us into the market.

Copper front-month (daily) Completes first major leg
up at $2.2340 on April 14
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Step 3:

Target l:

Target2:
'farget 3:

Target 4'.

2.9583
3.5393
4.6815
8.1080

v' Copper crosses back above $2.2340 on

June 1,2009, closing at $2.3190, more than

3% beyond the recent high, thereby setting

up the first price target. The first leg lasted

four months and seven days, so we loosely

expect to achieve $2.9683 with 957o proba-

bility aroundAug. 19. Price tops at $2.9890
on Aug. 3 1 and then retreats to $2.640 on

Oct. 2. An astute trader could have entered

at $2.3190 and exited at $2.9685 and picked

rp 64.95t in 90 days - a $15,087.50 profit

after allowing $150 for slippage and com-

missions (see "Second leg," right).

Now, our astute rader sits back and

waits to see ifprice exceeds the$2.9683 tar-

getby 3o/o, or $3.0573. On Oct. 21, copper

hits a daily high of $3.0575, triggering the

next target of$3.5393. Because this is the

second target, the probability ofsuccess

is reduced co about 9oo/o, and a price high

just short ofthis target must be considered

possible. We expect to see this move high

achieved sometime around Dec.24, or

three times 127 days from the initial Dec.

8,2008, date. We go long at $3.0575 with a

tget of $3.4950, allowing for a price fail-
vure just shy of the $3.5393 target.

OnJan. 7,20IO,or L4 calendar days late

ofour forecast, price tops at $3.5440. It

promptly falls back to a low of $2.81 L0 on

Greater prof i ts are avai lable in secondary moves in copper.
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Feb. 5. The trader just made anorher 43.75(,

or $2L,725 net in under three months. The

next step is to sit back and wait for price

to exceed $3.5455 and re-enter, looking for

$4.6815. Because that would be the third

malor target, the probability of reaching

it is reduced to about 807o, so the trader

might set a lower mental target and expect

to see price move into this range by roughly

Sept. 4, 2010. Nevertheless, combining the

Source: esignal

minor and major targets, the trader would

reasonably be assured that an entry over

$3.6455 should achieve the $4.0550 level

from the fourrh minor target, perhaps as

soon as April25,20lO.

Short side seven
The Rule of Seven works equally well

on the short side, but on a smaller price

and time scale. The fraction multipli-

Jll"t,
Completes minor leg up
at $1.6550 on Feb. 9

Copper bottoms

Price tops out at $2.9890
on August 21

Second target, $2.2340,
is exceeded on April 14 Copper takes out

previous high by 3%
tdggering next entry
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These tables show the price targets and dates for trading on the short side of crude
oil and on the extremelv short term in the S&P 500.

Grude Oil Price Targets
High:747.27 Minor D: 26.85

1".4 37.59 109.68 48.55 94.72 79.46 67.8L

leg price targets, using our same rough'-
time estimates as on the long side. Notice
how the intermediate leg low occurred on
almost the exact target date of the first
minor low target and the same happened
For rhe major low targer.

Of course, the short side is constrained
by a natural floor, which cannot trade
beneath zero and usually cannot fall
beneath the production cost of the com-
modity. Similarly, the long side may be
subject to similar constraints in the com-
modicies if price gets too high.

The Rule of Seven price heuriscic works
similarly well on very short time spans
using a three-cick entry buffer. Using a
15-minute bar on the S&P 500 March2010
contract, the high at 3:15 p.m. Eastem on
Feb.2,2OlO,rs 1,101.50. The minor, incer-
mediate and major bo.ttoms in the next
move set up price targets as shown in the
third table in "Price carget breakdown."

The actual lows were 1,059.50 on Feb. 4,

at 3:45 p.m.; 1050.60 at 6 a-m. on Feb. 5, and
1,041.00 at 1:45 p.m. onFeb.5. Onceagain,
notice how the first targec ofthe minor wav
(1,086.38) set up the firsr bomom of the- -
intermediate wave (1,087.50) and the fourth

target of the minor wave (L,063.70) pre-

dicted the firscbottom ofthe majorwave at
1,059.30. The first target ofthe major wave
was I,042.42,which proved to be the end of
the downtrendbegun on Feb. 4. Anentry
sell stop set at 1087.20 (three ticks belowthe
intermediate low) sets up a nice trade. It is
confirmed by rhe third and fourth minor

targets, and the second and third inter-

mediate targets, which then culminate in

the fourth intermediate and second major
targets. Selling at L,087.20 and covering at

1,043 would produce a profit of 44 S&P

points in two days, $4,250 in the mini-S&P

after slippage and commissions.

No heuristic will be 100%o accurate, but

the Ruie of Seven is a reliable indicator for

dulling the profit-sapping effects of fear

and greed. Traders should test the effbc-

tiveness of this simple cool with their own

strategies and determine ifit can help them

take more money offthe table and procect

the paperprofits theyhave achieved. E

Arthur M. Field is a former commodity broker and was.---

co-editor of Fidelity's Pacific Fund. He wrote 'The Magic

Eight lhe only 8 Indicators You Ever Need to Make

Millionsl' E-mail him at lheMagicEight@hotmail.com
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Grude Oil Target Dates
Higfi7/LL/OB MinorLow:7/29/08
Span: 18.00, 34.00, 67.00

Time
2 0'8/19109

lnterm Low: 8/1,4/08 Major Low: 9/16/08

==i'..==:J= .-..i=
q_?1l7/3e_JAn/e8_ 98.72 79.46 67.81

09/03/08 L0/2L/08 0L/2a/09 99.33 47.94
ao/oq/08 12/28/08 06/17/09 66.47 1-32.25 t5.O2
72/02/08 04/09/Oe L2/29/09 25.a9 198.66 -51.39

S&P 500 Targets
High: 1101.5 Bottom: 1090.7, 1087.5, 1059.3
Minor D: 10.8 lnterm D: 14 Major D: 38.2

25.L6 1076.34
24.50 IO77.OO 73.85 7027.65
32.62 1068.88 98.33 1003.17
4e.00 1q!?.-5_q 14rz:70_ _,9!gr8o

ers change from the long side 714,713,

7/2 andTlr to7l5 (1.40),714 (r.7s),713

(2.33) and712 (3.5). The computed goal

amount is subtracted from the initial

high to produce the price targets.

Crude oi l  topped at$1,47.27 onJuly

ll,2OO8.It hit its first minor bottom at

$120.42 onJuJy 29,2008, and then rallied

a little and dropped again ro $ 1 12.59 on

Aug. L4,2008, an intermediate leg and a

distance of 34.68.It hit its next bottom

at $90.51 on Sept. 16,2008, a distance of

56.76, and set up a major leg. Applying the

target distances sets up rhe minor, interme-

diate and major targets shown in the first

table in "Price target breakdown" (above).

The $112.59 pr ice was close to rhe

$109.68 minor target and the $90.51
major bottom was loosely predicted by
the $84.71 third minor target. Notice the

confirmation in the roughly $85 target in
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the minor and intermediate legs, and the

$67 target in the intermediate and major

legs. Once price broke $86.58 less 3%, or

$83.98, on Oct. 10,2008, the next target
of $67.81was virtually a certainty. Price

bounced off of 561.20 onOct.27.

As price had already broken the prior
targets by 3olo, rhe next targers were acti-

vated: $53.30 from the minor leg, $25.89
from the intermediate leg (both fourth

targets) and $47.94 from the major leg.

Because the $47.94was a major leg second

target, it was 9oo/o likely to occur and did
on Dec. 2,2OO\.The $25.98 intermediate

leg target was only about 70% likely. Price

bottomed at $33.20 on Jan. 15, 2009,

achieving the major target and falling

short of the third major target ($15.02)

and the fourth intermediate target.
The second table shows target dates

for the minor, inrermediace and major


